the white collarite. So the hired man of the humanly glowing, noble
family life of that pioneer day now owns most of the original family farm-
steads: 'own' (and so exploit regardless) the ground which my people broke
and loved so greatly in the wise breaking, conserving the wooded hills and
the tilth of the soil. Yes . . . my people, the Welsh pioneers lived and died
for this, their Valley.
And now even the architectural forms I myself may discover honestly
and try to practise around the world are themselves revolutionary.
So they, too, are a kind of banditry? They must be so because if we find a
better way to build a better building and actually build it that way, we
change and probably destroy existing values everywhere. Even overnight.
Therefore in modern times let us say the Taliesin Fellowship is on the
modern social level of ancient Robin Hood with his medieval band of
freebooters.
We don't cut the throats of our neighbours or rape the women of the
neighbourhood. Nor do we ever disturb the overflowing hen roosts much
as the boys—loving eggs—would like to. But if we are true to ourselves
we must do violence to their most 'sacred feelings'. Continually we insult
hallowed 'tastes' and do outrage upon the established property rights and
'beliefs' of our most worthy creatures of social habit. We do this, whenever
we build a new building, furnish it and plant the grounds. An outrage!
And the educational system of our country (the greatest mass-production,
by the way, next to motor cars, gadgetry, engines of war and munitions) is
not that establishment, endangered, too, by this inevitably ruffian attitude
when we go seriously—that is to say, naturally—to work in search of our
radical Ideal? So this search of ours for democratic form is revolutionary.
Necessarily. But a Revolution utterly essential to the life of this our
country.
If the Republic is ever going to grow up to be itself, a true self-support-
bag Democracy, independent of foreign exchange, safe from Money in the
rdle of arch-commodity we as revolutionary are essential.
Since the Taliesin Fellowship is here (we celebrated our 520th Sunday
evening—October, 1942—together in the living room at Taliesin Sun-
day) and has actually come to be a cultural entity (it has lasted ten years
to this moment), it follows that unless what we have done is a miracle, it
is illegitimate. Inasmuch as I am but a half-hearted believer in miracles
except as they are the uttermost commonplaces of nature, I must declare
us illegitimate: myself Usonia's illegal but natural, therefore, inevitable,
son. Prodigal? Yes. But not contrite. Not yet. No. No revolutionary Evolu-
tionist is ever penitent.
And yet: to look back is almost more than can be borne. An overwhelm-
ing pity rises for the defeated ones, those who aspired and are dead, those
who expired in isolation, desolation, and despair.
Our boys were getting a new view of things and I was back to boyhood.
They were no longer strangers to the Reality I wanted the young
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